
Typing training solutions for  
Business and Education 

Increased Efficiency = Increased Productivity = Increased Profitability 
                  

Equip your staff with efficient typing skills and save as much as $/£ 3000 per person per annum 
and from as little as $/£ 4.50 per person - it makes sense.  
Furthermore, we CAN prove the savings - Try the free ROI calculator on our website.  

Surely the best ROI of any course on the market place? 

‘The average ‘2 finger’ typist will type at around 25 wpm or less and with an increased 
chance of developing Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI). KAZ aims to train your employees 
to type at 50 wpm, using correct posture, technique whilst reducing the risks of RSI.’ 

KAZ - Pre-testing …from only 50p/cents per test, with no license time limit or expiry. 

The only neurodiverse typing test on the marketplace. 
• Why limit your resources pool?  
• Employ objectively. 
• Identify those that will benefit from training. 
• Email from a few to thousands of tests in seconds, all 

personalised with your company details and results 
updated in real time. 

KAZ - Typing Training … from only $/£ 4.50 per person. 

Train staff to type efficiently and grow your company 
organically. 
The only recognised neurodiverse typing training software on the market - developed with advice 
and guidance from the British Dyslexia Research Trust. Teaches the a-z keys in just 90 minutes 
using our unique and proven accelerated learning method incorporating brain balance and muscle 
memory. 

KAZ -  City & Guilds Assured … from only $/£ 30 per person. 

Now you can incentivise your staff to learn the skill of touch typing by offering 
them a City & Guilds Assured qualification. Upon successful completion, a 
digital certificate and badge will be issued for showcasing on all their social 
media.  

Train and reward staff to type efficiently and gain an efficient workforce, whilst 
increasing productivity and profitability. Grow your company by as much as 
30%. 

KAZ -  RSI Protection … from only $/£ 2 per person. 

To ensure the health and safety of all keyboard users, it is essential 
to educate your staff on the meaning, causes, risks and preventative 
measures associated with RSI.  
KAZ Guardian Angel runs in the background of your computer, 
monitoring keyboard and mouse usage and initiates breaks when 
certain parameters are met or exceeded.  

Testing - Training - Certifying - Protecting YOUR workforce. KAZ - Making a Difference. 

www.kaz-type.com


